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On our Cover: Our cover shot is called “Railroad Yard.” It was taken at the New Jersey Museum of Transportation at Allaire State Park near Farmingdale, New Jersey USA
by Silver member Gary Larsen (Light Effect 2414), of New York, USA, winner of our May segment in the Best of Nikonians - 2010 Images Photo Contest. Gary used a Nikon
D100 adapted for infrared photography with his ISO set for 200, shutter speed of 1/160th seconds and an f/8 aperture. Gary shares his infrared digital photography experiences
on page 9.
This Page: Our Times Square New York City shot is an honorable mention photo taken by Mark Garbowski (mgarbowski) from New York, USA. Mark has been a Nikonian since
2009 and the image was made with his Nikon D50 and AF-S DX VR Zoom-Nikkor 18-200mm f/3.5-5.6G IF-ED lens at ISO 400, on a tripod with aperture priority at f/8 and
1/4th second shutter speed. Mark’s honorable mention was earned in our 10th Anniversary Photo Contest first round of judging.
THE NIKONIAN™ is copyrighted © Nikonians EMEA Ltd 2010. All rights reserved. Nikonians® is a registered trademark. Our domains, products and services are not associated
or affiliated with the Nikon Corporation. All images are copyright of the respective photographers. Chief Editor Tom Boné (flashdeadline@nikonians.org). Design and Production
provided by Kristina Nessl, Executive Office Manager, enprovia® Software Engineering s.r.o. Our circulation: Over 150,000 copies of this publication are downloaded within the
first three months of being issued.
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Membership levels
Nikonians offers several levels of membership. Of course there is a free, basic membership good for a 25 day trial period, that you can now expand to 60 days, but we invite you to enjoy the fun and benefits of Silver, Gold and Platinum membership levels providing you with sell & buy
opportunities, image upload, free shipping and more. Nikonians is a not-for-profit community. All capital generated through our operations (The
Nikonians Community, The PhotoProShop and The Nikonians Academy) are reinvested to sustain our growth. Each membership counts and we
take this opportunity to thank you for your support!
Bo Stahlbrandt and J. Ramón Palacios, Founders of Nikonians

Access our free forum areas.
Learn, share and participate in lively discussions
Receive our newsletters, podcasts and RSS feeds
Receive our eZine THE NIKONIAN™ as PDF
Access our fast search portal NikoScope™

Everything in the Silver level plus
Your exclusive Nikonians personal Photographer’s ID
Get your personal Nikonians Business Card
Write access to the Nikonians Wiki
Your own personal blog at Nikonians
Your own personal email address at Nikonians

Image gallery
Your personal image gallery with many features.
Participate in photo contests
Participate in the Annual Best of Nikonians Images
Photo Contest. Prizes are awarded during the year as
well as in the contest finals.
Access to classifieds section
Buy and sell your gear in our Buy and Sell Forums
Access to Nikonians workshops & tours
Access to Nikonians events
Upload and link to images in forums
Rebates and more!

Everything in the Silver and Gold level
plus free shipping in the Photo Pro Shop,
larger gallery, free access to events
Access to Platinum Lounge
Free access to the Nikonians Business Directory, the
Orange Pages

A membership starts as low as $25 USD per year
or less than 7 cents a day. Join today at
www.nikonians.org/membership
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Editorial
Nikonians information
exchange is massive,
and global
As we celebrate the 10th
anniversary
of the Nikonians community, we have
many
new
members who
are beginning
to tap the information resources available to them and to find all the other areas
which contribute to make the Nikonians experience far beyond a simple forum. Our online community, founded by
J. Ramón Palacios (jrp) and Bo Stahlbrandt (bgs), started
at the dawn of the digital imaging revolution when most
topics still revolved around film issues.
Tom Boné
(flashdeadline)
Chief Editor
Member since
April 7, 2002
3700 posts

Nine years ago (the first Anniversary) with less than 3,000
members, it was relatively easy for our members to get
to know each other as colleagues, and those first few
members quickly developed a tight bond that has been
enhanced through the years. When the major shift to digital imagery took hold of the industry, your Nikonians community friends were there, helping each other sort through
the never ending flood of new software, hardware and
gadgets galore.
Who could have imagined that ten years later our members could use their cell phones to share photo locations,
and even do their shopping for Nikonians Photo Pro Shop
items. Nikonian George Georgiou (giorgoc) from Cyprus
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by Tom Boné (flashdeadline)
even takes us full circle by adapting an online depth of
field calculator that was originated by J. Ramón Palacios
(jrp) for use on a Research In Motion (RIM) BlackBerry.
The increase in our membership in the past decade has
added more than just names to remember. We have also
gained the valuable knowledge of those new members. In
all those years, our Resources at Nikonians® pages have
grown immensely and I encourage you to have a look. The
listing of reviews continues to grow and a new interface
even helps you spot good sales prices. An example of two
recent additions shows these reviews come from around
the world: Martin Turner (Martin Turner) of England reviews the Epson Perfection V750-M Pro flatbed scanner.
Hal Becker (HBB) of Arizona, USA, reviews the Epson Stylus Pro 7900 printer.
Even our tools for exchanging ideas have benefited from
the Nikonians community, as illustrated by the development of the specialized tagging and cataloging utility called
Annotate Expert.
Now, as we begin the next decade chapter of the Nikonians
community we can be assured that the high pace of digital
advancements will continue to move faster, and we can
also be sure that our rock-solid core of good friends will be
ready to help us all sort it out, not just in the USA where
a large portion of our members reside, but throughout the
globe. A good example of this progress is the recent announcements heralding the organization of the European
Nikonians Academy and new French forums.
None of this would be possible without the steady support
of our members and dedicated volunteer Moderator Team.
As we celebrate our tenth anniversary, a sincere “thank
you” is in order.
Tom Boné (flashdeadline) - Editor

Photography for police investigations
Crime scene shooting is not as easy as
the “CSI” TV-shows make it look
Marco Baracco (MarcoF80) is Chief Inspector at the Local Police School “Roberto Bussi” of Torino, Italy.
He is an expert in photography and video
and conducts photographic training related
to law enforcement photography.
He thanks his colleagues at a special unit
called Nucleus for Technological and Scientific Investigations (NIST), and he had the
collaboration of Giuseppe Maio, expert of
digital technologies at Nital, official Nikon
importer for Italy in the preparation of this
article.
Photography applied to police investigations
has many important levels. You have to master all the technical characteristics and modes
of the photographic equipment available and fully exploit its potential. Adding
to the need to accomplish all of this work in a fast yet thorough manner, the
investigators, technicians and scientists must avoid making any and all legally
challengeable errors.
Our Local Police in Torino, Italy,
has a specialized sector named
NIST (Italian acronym for Nucleus
for Technological and Scientific Investigations). This special team of
selected agents and inspectors has
the assignment of investigating in
various elements of a crime and
photographically
documenting
the investigative activity, to assure
precise results that will be needed
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By Marco Barraco (MarcoF80)

for eventual scrutiny by lawyers
and judges.
The NIST department is equipped
for many kinds of investigations
in various fields of crime situations. Some of these include the
forensic analysis of computer hard
disks, memory supports, mobile
telephones and SIMM cards used
in electronic equipment.
It was organized with a goal of
choosing the most appropriate photographic equipment for their needs and
during the course of their selection process they had the input of some of
their own agents who were passionate about their own Nikon equipment. This
made their choice easier!
The department inventory now
includes the Nikon D80, D700,
P6000 and a large assortment of
lenses, ready for all necessities.
The procedure for a proper search
requires the general photos of the
crime scene investigation are performed first. Then the objects of
particular interest for the investigation are photographed in the
exact position in which they have
been found to ensure the reconstruction of the facts.
For this kind of photography all
the NIST agents have participated in a basic course to approach
their photography with a non-

Photography for police investigations
legally challengeable knowledge of their standard gear: such as the Nikon D80
with AF-S DX VR Zoom-Nikkor 18-200mm f/3.5-5.6G IF-ED.

the CMOS Nikon FX sensor, especially in the case of nighttime photos from far
with the long telephoto AF-S Nikkor 400mm f/2.8D IF-ED.

This camera-lens combination has shown to allow them to use a lightweight
setup that includes a large focal excursion stabilized lens stretching from the
wide angle up to the telephoto. In fact, in the majority of their cases, the investigation team often deals with indoor photography, such as apartments or
locations indoors of various dimensions. Lighting in such locations is always a
challenge.

If the investigation is conducted with surveillance of potential criminal activities
in mind, the TC-20 and TC-14 teleconverters are in demand where it’s important to be far away and unseen by criminal activities.

For some of the more particular demands of shooting in these challenging
situations they also have SB-800 Speedlight flash units with many other Nikon
lenses and accessories.
Resolution requirements can vary depending on certain situations. This requires
the NIST personnel to be thinking ahead in terms of the final legal proceedings
involved. For ordinary activities, when it’s necessary for only a few of images to
insert in the legal records, the JPEG Fine mode is an acceptable standard format
for their files.
In other cases it’s necessary to have the maximum quality for images that are
taken under critical conditions of light (such as high ISO settings) where it is
essential to have the maximum performance and quality of the sensor for fine
detail resolution and low noise, even in huge enlargement. These images will
be analyzed by forensic experienced specialists from both the prosecution and
defense side and they will be used as source of documented evidence for legal
“testimony” at the eventual trial.
In order to make sure the finest quality of legally acceptable images are gathered, a group of six inspectors have participated in an advanced course to learn
in-depth the RAW-NEF format performance of the Nikon D700, advanced
techniques of photo in condition of scarce light and the workflow by Nikon
Capture NX2 software. The photos are also developed and processed with
other software packages, according to the operative demands.
The Nikon D700 camera is employed for the most specific critical uses, particularly for the high dynamic range flexibility and low noise characteristics of
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Another specific use of
the D700 is with the
AF-S VR Micro-Nikkor
105mm f/2.8G IF-ED.
It’s
used
during
searches
involving
photographs requiring extreme close-up
detail on elements of
a crime scene. Using
a special laboratory, a
D700 with 105 Micro
lens is mounted on a
graduated column to
spot the digital imprints and assist in reconstructing latent fingerprints. The technique also involves ultraviolet lamps
and LED lights.
In many cases it’s necessary to create albums of photos when small stolen objects are found, for example stolen jewels. Recognition of the images by the
rightful owners will often help trace the stolen objects. The images can also
be transmitted to other law enforcement agencies.
The highly specialized field of forensic photography also includes making sure
you can gather all possible organic traces on objects (for example: knives,
weapons, garments and victims of crime). This is another example of determining the camera and lens-combo that delivers great sharpness, a sensor with
high resolution and low noise.

Photography for police investigations

The lens offers a 28mm wide
angle and the P6000 is also
one of the first digital cameras featuring a built-in GPS
receiver for geo-coding the
images, and even has wired
LAN connectivity. This allows both the prosecution
and defense to argue the
exact location of the crime
scene images.
A section of the department
is also specialized in the investigations of false documents and uses high technology equipment. Today
it is studying experimental
systems for remote reading documents to enable
comparisons with the data
banks.
Currently they are also
studying (with some external collaboration) the analysis of tapes of video with
specialized forensic software.
For the future there are many interesting projects. One of the most important is
to modify the D700 and D3s sensors with the purpose of developing a system
of nighttime vision, by infrared rays and other systems capable of “invisible”
illumination for forensic work.
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ADVERTISEMENT

For other cases a lightweight “pocket camera” is probably enough, but it has
to have specific characteristics for the data to survive vigorous cross examination in a court trial. For this activity, the Nikon P6000 is the one that gets closest
to delivering SLR style control and handling in a truly pocketable format.

Nikonians Bloggers spotlight

Our list of Nikonians Bloggers continues
to grow and you are sure to find a few
that are discussing topics of interest to
you.
Here’s a short list of some of our active
bloggers – Have a look.
Albert Esschendal (alberte), from
the Netherlands, shares his adventures
on the First Nikonians Ultimate Travel
Photography workshop.
Anders Nordh (andersnordh),
from Sweden – discusses panning techniques, dust problems and sensor size
considerations.
Richard Paul (rickpaul) – from Arizona, USA has been “Busy with babies”
and sports shooting.
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Shooting Infrared with a Nikon Digital SLR

by Gary Larsen (Light Effect 2414)

Gary Larsen (Light Effect 2414), of New York,
USA, was born in Connecticut and after college
began traveling throughout the United States. He
lives in the Adirondack Mountains of upstate New
York with his artist wife, Ann Larsen and visits
Maine, Vermont, Canada, North and South Carolina, Georgia, Colorado and many other states in
the pursuit of his images.. He has been deeply
interested in photography for over 30 years. He
became increasingly committed to the intriguing
qualities of infrared photography and his Web
Site features a gallery of IR imagfess, including
our cover shot in this eZine and a recent Nikonians Photo Contest semi-finalist winner.
Infrared photography was not even on my mind
until a generous friend gave me a Nikon D100
that he no longer needed. I had already gone
digital and bought my D700, so what was I going
to do with a D100. I had heard of infrared (IR)
photography and as an engineer in my first career, I was aware that it is a part
of the light spectrum that humans can’t see. And I had read in a photography
magazine that it had become a much more practical medium in the digital
world. No longer are dark filters needed. No problems arise with light leaks
streaking the infrared film. And best of all, no need to find a specialized lab for
expensive processing only to find out you hadn’t really gotten anything usable
on the film!
The magazine mentioned several companies that specialized in making conversions. I got on the Internet and checked out LifePixel in Washington State,
USA. The more I read, the more it intrigued me. Their tutorials and FAQs
covered all my questions. I decided I could afford to experiment and sent the
body to them for conversion. It has turned into one of the most exciting steps
I’ve taken in photography. LifePixel converted my camera by removing the
existing filter which was installed by Nikon to prevent IR from reaching the
sensor. They then installed their standard IR filter allowing some color to reach
the sensor but only from the IR part of the spectrum.
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Figure 1 - AF Zoom-Nikkor 35-70mm f/2.8D lens with IR offset markings.

Their work also calibrated the autofocus mechanism in the body to be accurate
with IR. You may remember lenses that have what seemed like extra little
markings on the barrel next to the “distance index line.” The instruction sheet
described these marks as “infrared compensation indices.” I never used them,
but there they were on a couple of my lenses just in case I wanted to shoot IR
film.
And so the adventure began. I now had a D100 calibrated to an 18-70 mm
F/3.5-4.5 G ED IF DX AF-S lens to record IR photography using normal autofocus. I quickly learned that I had to use a custom white balance to get an acceptable image. Green grass or foliage make a very handy target for a custom
setting. Then you learn that sky, foliage and grass do some exciting things in
IR. Although the basic IR output is a fairly low contrast, sepia-toned image in
muted tones, leaves and grass are gray or white. A blue sky is usually deep se-

Shooting Infrared with a Nikon Digital SLR
pia toned and clouds, even in what may appear to be a gray sky, have dramatic
patterns you didn’t even see. Rocks stand out with strikingly increased texture.
Water provides some interesting effects of its own. But all these qualities do
require some creative effort in post-processing.
I use Photoshop CS3 to bring out the detail and colorations that I find most
appealing in each image. The first step is usually with a Levels adjustment
layer. Then, I use varying combinations of Curves and Saturation adjustments
working with layer masks. And I even find that Brightness and Contrast layer
adjustments work better on IR than on normal color files.

So that brings me to my image called “Reforestation.” The old Chevy pickup rests in the woods not far from my home in upstate New York, USA in the
6-million acre Adirondack State Park. It’s riddled with bullet holes (although
not from me) and the forest has grown up as if the truck wasn’t there. I was
thrilled that it was selected as “The Best of Nikonians” for the month of May.
I had photographed the truck in normal color several times in different seasons
but never captured what the subject offered. IR proved to be the answer for
creating the proper mood for this image. I have enjoyed shooting many subjects in IR. Several photographs have been selected by Adirondack Life Magazine in its Annual Photo Contest in 2009 and 2010. A few other IR images can
be found on my website at www.LightEffectPhoto.com.
The cover image for this issue of the eZine was found at the New Jersey Museum of Transportation in Allaire State Park near Farmingdale, NJ. It’s called
“Railroad Yard.” You can see from the “before” image that there have been
several adjustments made in post-processing to coax out the final image. You
may notice that I did some cloning out of a small area of distracting objects on
the far left. The foreground of the image has been cropped to provide a better
composition. It also received adjustments to enhance contrast and saturation.
Creating the blue sky where it had been sepia toned in the ”before” image is
the most obvious adjustment. It was a treatment that I apply to certain images.
This process is explained quite well in the tutorials on the LifePixel website. It
involves inverting the red and blue channels using a Channel Mixer adjustment
layer.
I also decided to limit this blue inversion to the sky by using the Brush Tool to
wipe away the effect on the rest of the image on a Layer Mask. This does take
some time and patience to work through the leafy edge at the sky but can pay
off in an interesting creative effect.

Figure 2 - “Reforestation.”
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My commitment to IR photography has now led to my purchasing a D300 that
has been converted by LifePixel. This offers expanded opportunities to portray
an invisible world. The shifted tonal range of IR images challenges our human
senses to re-orient themselves to new perceptions... much like everyday life
today!

Shooting Infrared with a Nikon Digital SLR

Figure 3- Railroad Yard, before channel mix adjustment.

Want to know more about

Infrared Photography
with your Nikon DSLR?

Check our Infrared & Ultraviolet forum
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Figure 4 - Railroad yard after channel mix.

Eye-Fi Makes Your Images Fly
For less than $150
you can add wi-fi to your camera
Darrell Young (DigitalDarrell) is an
information technology engineer by
trade and has been an avid photographer for over 35 years. He has a
rather large family, with his wife and
five children, so he has a constantly
interesting flow of photographic opportunities.
Darrell has been published in the
NikoniansPress/Rocky Nook series of
books:
•
•
•
•
•

Mastering the Nikon D5000,
Mastering the Nikon D90,
Mastering the Nikon D300,
Mastering the D700, (co-authored by James Johnson)
and Mastering the Nikon D3000.

by Darrell Young (DigitalDarrell)
ter for about the same cost as a mid-level DSLR camera body. Or, you could
plug in an actual wire and hope you don’t trip over it.
For most of us, wireless (Wi-Fi)
image transfers were a pricey
proposition—until
Eye-Fi®
offered a low-cost solution.
For a very reasonable price,
you can buy an Eye-Fi® wireless memory card for a camera that supports SD/SDHC;
such as the Nikon D300S,
D90, D5000, and D3000.
They are virtually identical to
a normal SD card, but allow
you limited-distance wireless
image transfers directly to a
Wi-Fi enabled computer of
your choice.
The Eye-Fi® company makes
several SD/SDHC cards with built-in Wi-Fi transmitters. The picture above
shows my personal Eye-Fi 8GB Pro X2 high-speed “Class 6” level card (6
MB per second write speed).

His newest book, Mastering the Nikon D300/D300S is currently in production.

With an Eye-Fi card inserted, and Eye-Fi software installed on your laptop computer—or any computer connected via a wireless network connection—you
can take pictures and they are automatically transferred to the computer.

Have you ever needed to transfer images to your notebook computer, but had
no USB cable with you? Have you ever been shooting an event and thought
how nice it would be if your images could quickly show up on a nearby computer? Would you like to shoot in your home studio and have the images go
directly to your laptop for processing, with no wires or extra software purchases needed?

Most lower-cost Eye-Fi cards require a local wireless network to transfer the
images. However, recently Eye-Fi came out with a card that will do “Ad Hoc”
transfers; meaning that they don’t need a wireless network connection via a
wireless access point. The Pro X2 card will send pictures directly to a computer
with wireless capability with no intermediate network required.

Until recently, there were only a few choices that would allow you to do the
things mentioned previously. You could buy a Nikon® WT-4 Wireless Transmit-

Eye-FI separates their Ad Hoc transfer capable card(s) under the “Pro” moniker. The other cards have names like Connect X2, Geo X2, and Explore X2.
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Eye-Fi Makes Your Images Fly
Only the Pro X2 cards can do the “no network required,” direct to notebook
computer Ad Hoc file transfers.
Since memory cards are extremely volatile, price-wise, I’m sure that capacities
and card names will change quickly. However, just be aware that only the
cards considered pro-level by Eye-Fi will do Ad Hoc transfers.
I’ve been using an Eye-Fi card for several weeks and wanted to give you some
information on how they work:

Image Transfer Range - Wi-Fi publishes on their website that their cards can
transfer images from 50 feet (15.2m) when shooting inside. If you are outside,
with nothing between you and the receiving computer, the card can transfer
images from up to 90 feet (27.4m) distance. In actual use, I’ve found that while
the Eye-Fi card can indeed approach a 50 foot range indoors, the speed drops
as you move farther away from the receiving computer. To get the best use out
of the card, I would recommend staying within eyesight range of the computer
(20-30 feet), and keeping it in the same room, if possible.
Card Profile Required - When you set up your card, using included software
from Eye-Fi, you create a profile on the card that matches it with a particular
computer. It will not transfer images to any other computer except the one that
has the proper profile. That’s a good thing! Otherwise, anybody with a wireless
device could grab your images as they fly through the air.
Private Wi-Fi Networks – You’ll need a Wi-Fi network to transfer images
for the non-Pro X2 cards. You can configure the card to work under up to 32
specific private Wi-Fi networks. If the networks are security encrypted, you’ll
have to know the proper key name/password to use it. You specify these details in the card’s profile for each private Wi-Fi network you often use. When
you take pictures and come within range of one of those networks, the camera
will automatically begin downloading images to your computer. There is a bit
of handshaking with Eye-Fi servers that can take a few minutes sometimes.

Eye-Fi Card Cost & Availability – According to which card you purchase,
Eye-Fi cards cost from $49.95 to $149.95 USD, and are available for purchase
at most online camera stores and many brick & mortar stores.
Memory Capacity – Current Eye-Fi X2 cards are available in 4 and 8 GB
memory capacities. Eye-Fi previously made a series of older cards that do not
bear the X2 monikor. The standard capacity on the early cards was 2GB. These
older cards may not support some of the following Eye-Fi standards. Buy the
X2 cards for best functionality!
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Ad-Hoc Networks – You can configure a “Pro X2” Eye-Fi card (only) to do
ad-hoc file transfers. In effect, the Eye-Fi card become a wireless transmitter
that can talk directly to a Wi-Fi enabled notebook or desktop computer—without an intervening network. This is a more professional way of doing things,
and allows you to take your computer and camera to places where there are
no Wi-Fi networks, and still wirelessly transfer images. I configured my notebook computer so that it finds a normal wireless network, when available, so
that I can browse the internet. However, even if a wireless network is currently
available—an ad-hoc transfer does not use it—and does not interfere with normal internet usage, either. As soon as you turn the camera on with an enabled
Eye-Fi card, it makes an Ad Hoc connection to the computer and they shake
hands. When you take a picture, the download begins almost immediately. The
Ad-Hoc connection is completely separate from normal wireless computer to
internet connectivity. Currently, only one card, the Eye-Fi 8GB Pro X2 --->

Eye-Fi Makes Your Images Fly
($149 USD) will transfer directly to a notebook computer without needing a
wireless network as an intermediary. The other cards cost less, but require
a wireless network connection to move images.
Open Wi-Fi Networks – You can specify in the card profile that it is allowed
to use open networks freely. If you are in range of an open Wi-Fi network the
card will do its job immediately. Lots of places provide free internet connectivity. In fact, with all the people out there using wireless networks without a clue
about security, you could probably drive through an average subdivision and
transfer your images.
Hotspot Access Service – Eye-Fi made a deal with AT&T that gives you
access to over 21,000 Wi-Fi hotspots in the USA. That means you can upload
images at places like Starbucks, Marriott Hotels, and Barnes & Nobles bookstores (being sure to browse the Mastering The Nikon DSLR books from NikoniansPress while there, of course). Eye-Fi Explore X2 and Pro X2 cards come
with one year of included hotspot access. The service costs money after the
first year. However, it is only $29.99 USD per year, currently. Connect X2 and
GEO X2 cards require that you purchase hotspot access initially.
File Formats (RAW vs. JPEG) – Eye-Fi cards generally work only with JPEG
files. However, the new 8GB Pro X2 card now supports both JPEG and NEF
(RAW) files. If you shoot mostly in RAW, you’ll need to use a Pro X2 card to
transfer your images.
Endless Memory - The Eye-Fi card offers a mode called “Endless Memory”
on their X2 cards. If you activate this mode, the card will intelligently make
room when it is nearing capacity. It will remove old images that have been successfully transferred, to allow room for new images. You can shoot endlessly
without filling up the card. Would that be convenient—event shooters?
File-Sharing Websites - If you really want to, you can have the Eye-Fi card
transfer images to file sharing services like Flickr®, SmugMug®, Zenfolio®,
and facebook®. You can send the images to 25 different file-sharing websites.
You can even transfer your videos to YouTube®! This is configured in the
card’s profile at setup.
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Network Speeds Supported – The Eye-Fi card can support most of today’s
network speed standards. Specifically, they support 802.11b (11 megabits per
second), 802.11g (54 megabits per second), and 802.11n (300 megabits per
second). I recommend using the fastest speeds you can get! An 802.11b network can be frustratingly
slow with large RAW
files. In fact, I wouldn’t
use an 802.11b network
for anything but small
JPEG file transfers.
Battery Life – According to Eye-Fi, when using the Eye-Fi Card to
take photos, “a camera’s
battery life will not be
noticeably shorter than
when using a standard
SD memory card.” However, when you are actively transferring images
to your computer battery
usage goes up. Any time
you fire up a radio signal,
which is what an Eye-Fi
card and Wi-Fi network
uses, you’ll have significantly larger requirements for power. I heartily recommend having
multiple batteries when
doing extended shoots
with full-time image transfer. Your Nikon DSLR’s accessory battery pack would
be a great help. The card itself does not drain your batteries excessively during
normal picture taking. However, the process of transferring images will have
you sending images by radio to a computer, so the battery drain is naturally
higher. I would recommend using an Eye-Fi card on 802.11g or 802.11n (54 or

Eye-Fi Makes Your Images Fly
300 MB per second speed) Wi-Fi networks, or you may experience excessive
battery drain—merely because it will take significantly longer to transfer the
images. In other words, leave 803.11b (11 MB per second speed) networks
alone, when possible.
Internal Memory Type – I read a review of an Eye-Fi card where a fellow
pulled his apart to see what was inside. His card was using Samsung® memory.
This could change at any time, of course.
Geotagging of Images – If you don’t use a Nikon GP-1 GPS (or other brand)
and would like to have latitude and longitude information added to your image’s EXIF metadata, you’ll find Eye-Fi’s geotagging services convenient. EyeFi cards do not have built in GPS sensing equipment, so it is not as accurate as a
normal GPS unit. Instead of GPS, Eye-Fi uses what’s called the Wi-Fi Positioning
System (WPS). It works a little like GPS by sensing the positions of surrounding
known Wi-Fi networks—even ones that you do not have in your list of approved uploading networks. When you upload your images via the Eye-Fi card
wireless transfer, each image has positioning information written to the EXIF
header metadata of the image. One problem I can see with this service is that
you must be in an area with multiple Wi-Fi networks in order to use geotagging.
If you are shooting
in the wilds of Africa, Yosemite, or the
Great Smoky Mountains you’d best have
a real GPS unit. There
are no Wi-Fi networks
hanging around the
wilderness areas. City
dwellers should be
able to use geotagging with ease. EyeFi has partnered with
Skyhook Wireless who has mapped millions of geographic coordinates around
the world. Skyhook estimates that is has 70% of the populated areas of the
USA, Canada, Germany, France, and the UK covered. In other areas of Europe
only the top 50 metropolitan areas are covered. The GEO X2, Explore X2, and
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Pro X2 cards all have free, unlimited, lifetime geotagging included. If you use
a lower-priced Eye-Fi card you can buy the geotagging service for $14.99 USD
per year.
Nikonians® Annotate Expert Software and Eye-Fi Cards – If you’ve used
the excellent Nikonians® Annotate Expert software to write annotations on your
images for sharing and educational purposes, you may be using the convenient
tethered mode. In that mode you connect your camera to your laptop computer and images flow directly into Annotate Expert. Well, things just got even
more convenient! The latest version of Annotate Expert now has built-in Eye-Fi
functionality. Instead of having to plug your camera into the computer with a
wire, you can let your Eye-Fi card handle the uploading wirelessly and Annotate
will pull the images in automatically. When you select tethered mode (Ctrl-T),
you can choose two
new selections from
the list of cameras,
Eye-Fi JPEG and EyeFi RAW. Annotate
seamlessly imports the
images into its tethered mode window
for your immediate
use. Bo Stahlbrandt—
co-owner of Nikonians.org—reviews
Annotate Expert here:
h t t p : / / w w w. n i k o nians.org/resources/
reviews/annotate-expert-review-en
Should I use an Eye-Fi Card Instead of a Nikon WT-4 Wireless Transmitter? – For a professional living by his images, I would say no. The WT-4 is
a very fast, long range transmitter, with multiple modes, designed to let a pro
control where when and how his or her images arrive at a receiving computer.
Its price reflects its power. The Eye-Fi card is slower and has significantly shorter
range. However, it works well with the faster network types, and will provide

Eye-Fi Makes Your Images Fly
advanced amateur and semi-pro level functionality. I bet a few pros also have
an Eye-Fi card in their bags for an emergency backup.
Can I Transfer Images Wirelessly to a Non-Wi-Fi Computer? – I’ve
not figured out how to do it, yet, although I wish I could. If you figure out
how, let me know, please! The whole Eye-Fi process requires either a wireless network, or an Ad Hoc configuration to a computer equipped with wireless capability. I tried installing the Eye-Fi software on my main computer with
its wired network; hoping I could transfer
the images to the internet, and then have
them appear on my internet connected
non-wireless computer. Instead, once installed, the Eye-Fi software is completely
non-functional. It opens with frustrating
blank screens that do nothing. I wish the
software would open and say something
like “Hey dummy, why are you wasting
your time installing me on a non-wireless
computer?” I wasted a good half hour
fiddling with the software on my nonwireless computer before my brain finally
reminded me, “You need a wireless computer for a Wi-Fi connection...duh!”
Can I use an SD to CF adapter? - Most
SD/SDHC compatible cameras can use an
Eye-Fi card to transfer pictures wirelessly.
Some people use an SD/SDHC to CF card converter and use the Eye-Fi cards
in cameras with only a CF port (like the Nikon D300). This may or may not be
a successful operation. Here are some comments from Eye-Fi’s website on the
subject of using the SD/SDHC-based Eye-FI cards in CF converters:
Eye-Fi does not support the use of SD to CF card adapters with the Eye-Fi Card.
Eye-Fi has not tested the Eye-Fi Card in cameras designed to use CF cards and
has no explicit knowledge to share about the success of these adapters when
used with an Eye-Fi Card. We only support the Eye-Fi Card in cameras designed to use SD or SDHC cards.
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We are aware that many users want the Eye-Fi Card functionality in their CFbased cameras and have opted to use a CF card adapter to get the functionality offered by an Eye-Fi Card. The following list of known issues with CF card
adapters is a collection of information gathered directly from customer and
blogger descriptions of issues they have experienced. By sharing this information Eye-Fi accepts no responsibility for problems encountered when using the
Eye-Fi Card and a CF Card adapter.
• Wireless range of the Eye-Fi Card is noticeably reduced.
• Formatting the Eye-Fi Card in a CF adapter has caused the Eye-Fi Card to
fail.
• File corruption of photos.
Eye-Fi Card Advanced Use – If you’re intending to use your Eye-Fi card as
a serious wireless device, and have no interest in all the bells and whistles like
hotspots, geotagging, uploading to file sharing sites, etc.—you may want to
consider the Pro X2 card and disable various features. I’ve found that Eye-Fi’s
normal Wi-Fi “Relayed Transfer” is simply too slow for large RAW or JPEG files.
You see, when you take a picture with Relayed Transfer enabled the image must
flow to Eye-Fi’s servers out there on the internet before being transferred back
to your computer. Imagine the time and battery drain involved with files larger
than small pointa n d - s h o o t ’s
JPEGs flowing
across the internet and then
back to your
computer. That’s
like an upload
and download—
and we know
how long that
can take. Relayed Transfer
doesn’t
work
fast enough on a
11-25 megabyte

Eye-Fi Makes Your Images Fly
ADVERTISEMENT

RAW file, yet it’s the default mode for Eye-Fi cards. The best (and quite usable)
transfer speed I’ve achieved is by using an Ad Hoc wireless connection directly
between the camera and computer with no Relayed Transfer. This makes the
image go directly to your computer with no internet flow involved. With this
type of setup the Eye-Fi card is pretty fast, and even large RAW files only take
a few seconds each to wirelessly upload to your computer. You can disable
Relayed Transfer under the Transfer Mode tab of the Eye-Fi software. Unfortunately, when you disable Relayed Transfer, you lose all the neat little things
like transferring files while you have a Big Mac® at McDonalds. Instead, in
non-relay mode your camera and computer are married and depend on each
other for file transfer. As a pro shooter, you’ll find the Eye-Fi card very usable in
Ad Hoc non-relayed
mode. Only the Pro
X2 card allows for Ad
Hoc connections, so
Eye-Fi cards
a professional should
are available at our Nikonians
consider no less. It’s
Photo Pro Shop in Europe
only $149.99 USD for
adding Wi-Fi to your
camera.
About Eye-Fi - Founded in 2005, Eye-Fi® is dedicated to building products and services that help consumers manage, nurture and share their visual
memories. Eye-Fi’s patented and patent-pending technology wirelessly and
automatically uploads photos and videos from digital imaging devices, including digital cameras and the iPhone, to online, in-home, and retail destinations.
They are headquartered in Mountain View, California, USA. More information
is available at www.eye.fi.

BUY
Annotate Expert
NOW
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News Flash podcaster aims to unite the community
Ray Valdovinos finds it’s a small world after all
News Flash podcaster Ray Valdovinos has turned his microphone into a powerful tool for helping Nikonians around the world get together. Ray tells
us from the moment he began his broadcasts nearly a year ago the “small
world” concept has been a recurring theme:
I’m looking toward promoting listener feedback and continuing bringing
Nikonians together. Since The Nikonians News Flash cap giveaway of some
months back, an interest in encouraging Nikonians to meet face-to-face, has
become evident in my podcasts.
If you’re not familiar with the story, Wayne Lorimer of New Zealand (download the News Flash Extra #5 2-05-2010 podcast) and Brian Hatch who was in Afghanistan as a
paramedic at the time, both won Nikonians caps for being the listener furthest from Minneapolis, MN
(my studio headquarters).
Brian and his wife were heading to New Zealand for r&r and Wayne
and his family offered some Kiwi hospitality, inviting the Hatches
to stay with them. Since then we’ve formalized six local Nikonians
chapters. Nor-Cal chapter, Atlanta GA, Houston TX, Minneapolis,
MN, New Zealand and Geilenkirchen Tri-Border Chapter covering
sections of Germany, Netherlands and Belgium.
I’ve even had a Nikonians Photo Contest winner turn out to be a 20
year friend of my father who met at their church’s camera club.
Your assignment from News Flash, is to search out your local Nikonians. They are literally right around the corner.
The News Flash is available for download through iTunes
or at: http://podcasts.nikonians.org/news_flash.html
Ray Valdovinos
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Wayne Lorimer (left) and Brian Hatch
>>>

Shooting Digital Landscapes

by Jason Odell (DrJay32)

The Landscape Look,
or What I Learned From Shooting Film
Jason P. Odell, Ph.D. (DrJay32) is a photographer
and author based in Colorado, USA. Jason has
been devoted to educating photographers since
2004, when he started publishing articles online
at his website. Jason is the co-host of the popular
Nikonians podcast, “The Image Doctors,” where
every two weeks he helps bring thousands of listeners new tips and techniques on using the latest
digital photography gear. Jason has authored four
eBooks, including his indispensable guides to Capture NX2 and Nik Silver Efex Pro. In May 2010, Jason published his latest work, “The Photographer’s
Guide to Digital Landscapes,” which provides
photographers of all levels an easy to read reference for all major aspects of outdoor photography,
including equipment choices, field techniques and
post-processing methods. This article is a selected
excerpt from that book. When he is not writing,
Jason is busy offering workshops and mentoring
to aspiring photographers. To see more of Jason’s
work, visit his website at www.luminescentphoto.com.
With any photograph, the core qualities beyond composition are color, contrast, and sharpness.
These three parameters help set the mood of the photograph. As digital photographers, we have unprecedented access to make changes to these parameters quickly and easily without the need for a chemical darkroom.
What took Ansel Adams hours or days can now be accomplished in minutes,
with greater control and better repeatability.
I began my photographic journey primarily shooting transparency (slide) film.
In a lot of ways, shooting slide film was like shooting JPEG. What you got was
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Hallett Peak at sunrise, Rocky Mountain National Park (2004). This image was
produced using Fujichrome Velvia 35mm film. Note the clipped shadows and strong
saturation, which are hallmarks of Velvia film.

what you got, and even if you scanned the image, you had little latitude to
make changes. Contrast, color and grain were all latent properties of film, and
therefore the first choice I had to make was what type of film to use.
Many landscape and outdoor photographers gravitated towards the use of Fujichrome Velvia film. Why? Certainly it wasn’t because Velvia produced faith-

Shooting Digital Landscapes
ful colors. In fact, the strongly saturated reds and greens produced by Velvia
film were often unnatural, and could make photographs of people look very
strange (think pumpkin skin-tones).
However, what made Velvia so popular amongst nature and landscape photographers was its “punch.” This was a high contrast, high saturation film with
a very fine grain pattern (it was rated at ISO 50). These characteristics lend
themselves perfectly to outdoor images, because they made scenes look vivid,
sharp and full of life. Of course, that “look” was entirely fictional, and would
have seemed entirely out of place for portraits or other images where shadow
detail and accurate colors were required.
Many landscape and outdoor photographers gravitated towards the use of Fujichrome Velvia film. Why? Certainly it wasn’t because Velvia produced faithful colors. In fact, the strongly saturated reds and greens produced by Velvia
film were often unnatural, and could make photographs of people look very
strange (think pumpkin skin-tones).
However, what made Velvia so popular amongst nature and landscape photographers was its “punch.” This was a high contrast, high saturation film with
a very fine grain pattern (it was rated at ISO 50). These characteristics lend
themselves perfectly to outdoor images, because they made scenes look vivid,
sharp and full of life. Of course, that “look” was entirely fictional, and would
have seemed entirely out of place for portraits or other images where shadow
detail and accurate colors were required.
What I learned from Velvia film is how the core components of color, contrast and sharpness can be manipulated to make digital landscapes pop off the
screen. Most landscape images look great with strong contrast, slightly clipped
(black) shadows, high saturation, and sharp details. The great part about being
a digital photographer is that we’re not limited by film choice anymore. We can
actually create hybrid looks that incorporate the “punch” of Velvia while still
retaining subtle shadow and highlight details depending on the mood we wish
to convey in our image.
If you have a prior vision of what kind of image you wish to present, then you
will have an easier time with your postprocessing. Just as Ansel Adams advocated “previsualizing” your composition and exposure, I believe one needs to
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Hallet Peak at sunrise, Rocky Mountain National Park (2009). Modern digital techniques allow us to combine the best elements of multiple film emulsions in the same
image.

previsualize their post-processing. In this way, you can quickly move through a
small series of basic adjustments that will give your image the life it deserves.
By understanding and adjusting the core image components of color, contrast,
and sharpness, you can streamline your processing workflow and get the right
look the first time around.
On the following page, check some examples of alternative post-processing.
The only differences between the images labeled A, B and Care the global contrast (tone curve) saturation (color) and sharpness settings.

Shooting Digital Landscapes

I used Capture NX2 to produce these files from a single RAW image, using the
built-in style presets similar to what I could have done with my in-camera settings had I shot JPEG. While none of these images represent a final product, if
you are like me, you probably prefer something between image B and C.
The contrast, saturation and sharpness settings are progressively higher in each
image, with image “C” having the most similarity to Velvia film, while image
“A” looks dull and uninspiring.
With traditional film, we had to choose carefully between different brands and
emulsions to get the look we wanted. With digital, you can use post-processing
techniques to recreate the look of traditional films, but also create hybrid looks
that combine elements of different films to suit your wishes. For example, you
can produce images that combine strong colors with subtly reduced contrast to
preserve shadow detail. The subsequent sections in the book describe the tools
and techniques you can use to master your digital darkroom.
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News from around the Nikonians Globe
Nikonians Academy expands to Europe
Marking five years of successful growth, the
Nikonians Academy will start to offer workshops in Europe this year.
Started in 2005, the Academy has been
offering high quality personalized photography training in all topics related to modern photography in
North America.

cludes a photo-rich environment combining beaches, rainforests, charter boat
Killer Whale photo excursions and a large assortment of scenic opportunities.
Your hosts, Nikonians co-founders J. Ramón Palacios (jrp) and Bo Stahlbrandt
(bgs) will be joining professional photographer Mike Hagen (Nikonians Academy Director) to make your ANPAT experience a memorable trip filled with
photography, shop talk and camaraderie.
Embarking on the tenth ANPAT, your hosts have already used their past experiences to compile an extensive set of Frequently Asked Questions.

For this exciting new European expansion we are looking for highly motivated instructors with photographic
backgrounds.
Sound interesting? Please send your application if you
are interested in becoming a Nikonians Workshop
Leader or the Head Instructor for Europe. You can find
both job descriptions at the Nikonians jobs page.
If you live in North America: We are always looking for
additional workshop instructors, so feel free to contact
us!

All eyes on Northwestern USA

The Nikonians field event of the year, the 10th Annual Nikonians Adventure Trip (ANPAT) is now open
for bookings. The ANPAT will take you to Olympic National Park in Washington State, USA.
Your photographic talents will be challenged by wildlife, stunning vistas, quiet
streams, dense forests and soaring peaks all within the same week, from September 11 to the 18th, 2010.
The park consists of four counties, spanning nearly one million-acres and in-
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Chris Gray (wpgf100), from Canada, shot this image at Olympic National Park, site
of the 10th Annual Nikonians Photo Adventure Trip (ANPAT). Chris is better know
in the community as our Contests Coordinator. He shot this ocean view with his
Nikon D3, set to ISO 200, a shutter speed of 1/4 second and aperture on his AF-S
Zoom-NIKKOR 17-35mm f/2.8D IF-ED lens at f/16.

News from around the Nikonians Globe
Nikonians in French too

If you like the idea of sharing, learning and inspiring in the friendliest possible
manner, please submit your application by clicking here for more information,
stating your experience in photography with Nikon equipment.
Nikonians.org has forums in English and German and we always welcome applications for moderators in these languages. For a look at our Multilingual
Nikonians forums, click here.
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ADVERTISEMENT

nikonians.org is happy to announce that we have opened forums in French.
We are looking for French speaking moderators.

New from Nikon
Nikon Inc. announced the new AF-S NIKKOR 200-400mm f/4G ED VR
II lens in late April. The lens specs and price clearly aim at professional photographers specializing in sports, nature and travel photography.

is further augmented with Automatic Panning Detection and an Active VR
Mode to help compensate for movement from an unstable position such as a
moving vehicle. Additionally, VR is always engaged when shooting in the DMovie mode on select Nikon D-SLRs, helping to stabilize HD video capture.
The new 200-400mm f/4 lens features a host of professional focusing features
to further enhance functionality. Photographers can now select from three
focus modes to match shooting conditions, including manual mode (M) and
autofocus with manual override (M/A) mode, and new A/M mode which is
used to avoid cancelling the AF setting by unintentionally moving the focus
ring while shooting. The M/A and A/M focus modes enhance AF control with
fast, secure switching from automatic and manual focus to adapt to personal
shooting preference and techniques. Additionally, photographers can activate
the AF Recall Mode at the press of a button that allows for instant return to a
predetermined point of focus to confidently capture anticipated shots.

The Nikon press release details: continued refinements and new technologies
such as Vibration Reduction (VR) II, Nano Crystal Coat, and optimized autofocus (AF) modes enhance functionality and improve performance for discerning
FX and DX-format photographers.
“The AF-S NIKKOR 200-400mm lens builds upon a proven design for professional level optics by incorporating the latest Nikon lens technologies to give
photographers the edge in the field, and the ability to capture the most intricate of details with extraordinary fidelity,” said Lisa Osorio, general manager of
Marketing at Nikon Inc. “As both camera capabilities and the roles of photographers expand, NIKKOR enhancements will continue to meet demands and
exceed expectations to remain the pinnacle of optical excellence for all types
of photographers.”
The new lens features Nikon VR II image stabilization, which is specifically engineered for each lens for maximum performance. VR II is a valuable asset to
those shooting photos or HD video, as image blur introduced by camera shake
and telephoto magnification is significantly reduced. Users are able to shoot up
to four stops* slower than otherwise possible, overcoming many of the challenges of handheld shooting with such extreme focal lengths. VR functionality
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This professional lens is constructed of die-cast magnesium for maximum durability and is sealed to resist dust and moisture, with protective Meniscus glass
to safeguard the lens’ front element. The optical formula features four Extralow Dispersion (ED) glass elements for superior sharpness, color and image
quality, while minimizing chromatic aberration. The lens also features Nikon’s
exclusive Silent Wave Motor (SWM) technology, which enables high-speed
autofocus performance with exceptional accuracy and powerful, super-quiet
operation. Nikon’s Super Integrated Coating further suppresses flare and offers
superior color consistency throughout the frame.
The AF-S NIKKOR 200-400mm f/4G ED VR II lens is now shipping at an estimated selling price of $6,999.95.

Share your experience

Want to discuss Annotatate!
by Nikonians with our members?
Join our

Annotate Discussions!

Calendar
Nikonians Academy North America workshops

Depending on location, the workshops offer instruction on such topics as the Nikon D300,
D700, D3 cameras, Creating HDR, and the i-TTL/ Nikon Creative Lighting System. Here
are the Academy workshops for the remainder of December 2009 through February 2010.
Check the Nikonians Academy home page for up to date information and workshop
schedules.
July 2010						
Seattle 		
Nikon i-TTL and Creative Lighting System Weekend 10-JUL-2010
August 2010
Bishop
Eastern Sierra & The Owens Valley 			
September 2010
Moab 		
Moab, UT 						
Boston 		
Professional Lighting on Location with Nikon CLS
10th ANPAT - Double & Single Accommodation Olympic NP

Photokina 2010 coming in September
If you plan on being in Europe in late September don’t forget the
2010 Photokina in Cologne, Germany will be held Tuesday, September 21 to Sunday, September 26, 2010.
The exhibition times are: 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily for visitors, 9 a.m.
to 7 p.m. daily for exhibitors. This is the largest event of its kind in
the world, and only held once every two years.

05-AUG-2010

New York Photo Expo in October
08-SEP-2010
10-SEP-2010
11-SEP-2010

Complete listings by city, date and topics can be found at the Nikonians Academy

The 2010 PDN PhotoPlus Expo is October 28-30. Located at the
Jacob Javits Center in New York City, PhotoPlus includes a huge
expo floor, hundreds of exhibitors, thousands of new products,
and over 100 informative seminars.

Nikonians Chapter Gatherings!
Check out our new Travel & Getting Together Forums where
Nikonians can coordinate travel plans, meetings, gatherings and
chapters.
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Photo Pro Shop Specials
We are now taking orders for the third series of the Nikonians Caps
and Hats Limited Edition, now available to members in the USA,
Canada and the European Union. We have made a very limited
number, so make sure you place your order or you may miss your
very own Nikonians cap or hat! Nikonians pro straps and tripod leg
wraps, now available.

Let your iPhone help you
shop at the Nikonians
PhotoProShop

Caps
The caps are six-panel chino polo twill with matching twill sweatband, unstructured, low-profile, with pre-curved visor, sewn eyelets, and a cloth strap with Tri-glide buckle closure to fit any head
size.
Hats (aka Sloppies)
We have re-stocked the popular bucket type khaki hats. 100%
Washed Pigment Dyed Cotton Twill, beautifully embroidered with
our Nikonians logo.
To place your order, go to our Nikonians Photo Pro Shop online
store.
The Limited Edition Nikonians Pro Strap
The comfortable non-slip Nikonians Pro Strap Limited Edition is
now available to members in the USA, Canada and the European
Union.

Singer Tatiana, proudly wearing her
Nikonians hat and Limited Edition
Nikonians Pro Camera Strap

The Nikonians Tripod Leg Wraps
Wraps not only protect the legs of your tripod and
insulate your hands when using it in cold or too hot
weather, but they also cushion it for comfortable carry
over the shoulder. A well dressed tripod should not be
without the Nikonians Tripod Leg Wraps.
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Why should I buy from the Nikonians Photo Pro Shop?
We are not new

The Photo Pro Shop has been in operation since January 2004. Since then we have accumulated experience, but most importantly, many loyal customers and good relationships with
suppliers.

We deliver competitive pricing

The Photo Pro Shop was designed as a service to Nikonians community members. It therefore operates with low margins, offering competitive prices. In fact, our prices are the same as
those from major online retailers with much larger volumes of sales. This provides you with the
opportunity to enjoy much lower costs without being lost in an avalanche of customers. We
like to call that the Nikonians community personal service advantage.

We give good customer service

According to the vast majority of our customers: we do care about each and every customer
and provide great support as a result of our commitment to customer satisfaction and support.
Of course we goof at times but we keep working to avoid such exceptions.

We offer field-tested products

Our specialty products at the shop are field tested before we ever consider recommending and
placing them in the Photo Pro Shop catalog.

We are industry leaders

As a community, we are leaders; with the largest membership of Nikon photographers of all
levels worldwide. This membership helps us test products under different challenging conditions which leads to fast and accurate feedback.

We have served many Nikonians and non-Nikonians

Over the years, we have many satisfied customers, most of them recurrent. You do not need
to be a Nikonians member to buy from the Photo Pro Shop. But if you are a Nikonians member we do have some special offers for you.

All profits are reinvested

The Photo Pro Shop profits are reinvested into the nikonians.org community to help to sustain
its growth and enhancement.
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“ANPAT6 Nikonians at work” by
Gold member Richard Hulbert
(rhulbert) from Vancouver, Canada.
From Left to Right: Peter Curatolo,
Rick Matheny, Ronnie Wright, and
Jon Bloom. Nikon D2Hs and 105mm
f/2.8G ED IF AF-S VR Micro Nikkor
at f/2.8, 1/30 sec, ISO 200.

The Nikonian

Albert Esschendal (alberte), Moderator of our Dutch Café, took this shot of David Mathre being attacked by a curious bird in Asdastra Gardens - Nassau Bahamas,
during the recent Nikonians Ultimate Travel Photography Workshop. Albert used his Nikon D3, shooting 1/100 seconds at f/4, ISO 200. More images from the
workshop are posted in a special gallery.
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